A KMS Company

Maxis Accelerated Its Testing Process

While Reducing Resources With 

Automation Testing

Since Maxis' projects have become more complex and expansive, manual interventions in the
test cycle are no more practical. The engagement with an expert partner would help the
company improve its testing capabilities.


Maxis is the top-notch
communication services
provider in Malaysia offering a
wide range of high-quality
digital services encompassing
voice, data, and solutions.
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Service(s)
& Product(s)

Katalon
Studio
Enterprise,
KatalonRuntime
Studio Enterprise,
Katalon
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Engine, TestOps.
Runtime Engine, TestOps

CHALLENGES
Time-consuming testing process

Complicated module integration

Inability to provide continuous, fast feedback

SOLUTIONS
Extensive hands-on training in web, API, mobile,
Size
 and
desktop automation testing.

3,700+ employees

Quality assurance consulting.

CI/CD pipeline integration and deployment.


ACHIEVED RESULTS
3
MONTHS

Complete the training of
automation testing based
on Maxis’ scenario

Reduction in time and resources

A more mature automated testing
framework that can be adapted
effortlessly

The quick feedback cycle of
identifying and addressing bugs


KMS has been very helpful in hand-holding our team to learn and be
proficient with Katalon Studio Enterprise and Katalon TestOps. Thanks
to their help, now, we’re able to gain proficiency faster and achieve
our automation ambitions sooner.

Foo Iye Ping - Head of TQA, Maxis

ABOUT 

KMS SOLUTIONS
KMS Solutions works closely with leading
software companies across the globe to
bring the most advanced and innovative
technologies to Asia Pacific. The focus is to
help organizations achieve their business
goals through world-class fit-for-purpose
solutions and proven industry best
practices. KMS Solutions’ success is
ultimately measured by the positive impact
that it makes to the client’s business.


To learn more about KMS Solutions and our
works, visit: kms-solutions.asia

